culed court jester takes
revenge on his tormentors by tricking them into
wearing ape costumes
and then killing them.
What any of this has
to do with the rest of the
show, which seems to be
about communication and
conversation, is highly
unclear. Nor does it help
that elements from various work$ (stills from the
video, cast buckets looking like those used,by the
ice fishers) are isolated
and arranged around the
room. One senses that
the artist wants to expand
his reach, but hasn't yet
From here, however, the
Joseph Grigely: Remembering is a difficult job, but Somebody has to do it, 2005, 2 singlechannel viiJeo projections, artificial palm trees, C-prints; at Cohan and Leslie.
show's point became increasingly discovered the vehicle
for effectively doing so.
nebulous, A C-print titled Cold
—Elear)or Heatiney
Comfort borrows a newspaper
photograph of a pair of warmly
boxes attached to the floor, mak- shape of America folded over like
dressed ice fishermen sitting on
a Rorschach blot, so that Africa
ing the gallery appear as if it had
Bruno Peinado
plastic buckets on Lake Michigan.
is replaced by a second United
been turned upside down. The
at
Parker's
Box
and
Below, the caption includes the
States. In Untitled. Air Jordan
li'ghtboxes became signs without
phrase, "Conversation , , . That's the Swiss Institute
Mercedes Magic Tree Fame
meaning, the lights growing dim
what we live for." The actual
Dreamcatcher (2005), Michael
Bruno Peinado, a French national then bright, their intensity never
content of their conversation is
Jordan, poster boy for the Amerireaching the obnoxious level of
who lives and works in France,
unavailable to viewers, which
can dream, stretches upward; with
today's blindingly bright digital
has made a name for himself by
may again point to the frustrations appropriating symbols from conbillboards. The overall effect was basketball in hand, his silhouette
experienced by deaf people. Sev- temporary culture, repackaging
sci-fi meets hearth rug, as the gal- makes the shape of the Mercedes
eral sculptures were created in
them and giving them back to us. lery glowed invitingly in the winter symbol. The message is grim: our
collaboration with the artist Amy
gloom, like a healing room for suf- dreams are now made of sports
His work is a battle against the
Vogel. Hop-Frog 2 consists of a
heroes and corporate logos.
ferers of seasonal depression or
barrage of signs we encounter
polyurethane chandelier connect- in daily life, Peinado exhibited a
perhaps a scene from Blade RunThe shows, which ran simuled to the floor by ropes tied to cin- huge Michelin Man painted black
ner. In the back room three plastic taneously, worked best when
der blocks. Small cast monkeys
plants seemed to grow out of the viewed as a whole. At the Swiss
{The Big One World, 2000) at
crawl over the chandelier and one the 2005 Lyon Biennale. Here in
ceiling, while in Silent Revolution Institute Peinado created his own
seems to have broken free and
(2005), four upside-down, charred logos to which the quietness of
New York, he used the chance
fallen to the ground. Hop-Frog 3, to show at two galleries to conplacards were propped up in one the Parker's Box show acted
meanwhile, offers a wall-mounted tinue his struggle against popular corner, indicating a failed revoluas a refreshing counterpoint.
baroque mantelpiece that has
tion whose hopes for renewal
culture through exploring ideas
—Constance Wyndham
also been invaded by the little
had literally gone up in smoke.
of inversion and reflection.
creatures. The press release
The calm of the Parker's Box
At Parker's Box, the front
notes that these works make
Jack Pierson
show was in stark contrast to
room was filled with a warm light
reference to the Edgar Allan Poe emanating from Silent Titanium
Peinado's stylish, slick work at
at Ciieim & Read
story "Hop-Frog," in which a ridiBillboards (2005), ten blank light- the Swiss Institute, Here, the
focus lay on Untitled, Van- "Melancholia Passing into Madness," the title of Jack Pierson's
recent show at Cheim & Read, is
ity Flight Case (2005), a
view of Bruno Peinado's exhibition "Why Style?," 2006; at the Swiss Institute,
skull decorated with pieces drawn (its press release explains)
from the caption of one of the
of broken mirror, sitting
many 19th-century medical
atop a suitcase, grinning
photographs purporting to show
menacingly and spewing
clouds of thick smoke. The the physiognomic expression of
its subject's mental state. For
show's title "Why Style?"
Pierson, the title phrase serves
is an homage to Charlie
as a leitmotif, joining very differAhearn's 1982 documenent works that address themes
tary Wild Style, in which
graffiti artist Lee Ouinones, both of nostalgia and loss, and of
clearly a hero of Peinado's, romantic or melodramatic conceptions of the artistic sensibility.
is shown revolutionizing
In one room, the backwardgraffiti as hip-hop tries to
looking theme is played out in a
outpace its co-optation by
video starring Ursula Hodel as a
the media. Peinado turns
dominatrix narcissistically recountthree large silhouettes of
ing to her submissive partner her
American Indian heads
past life as an Egyptian queen.
into logos by lighting them
In another room, the word "melfrom behind with colored
neon. Untitled (Africa-USA ancholia" is spelled out in variRorschach), 2004, is a map ous found letters rescued from
antiquated wood, metal and neon
of the world with an inked

is a difficult job, but Somebody
f)as to do it. This constellation of
elements relates to the artist's
childhood interest in the television show "Gilligan's Island."
A photo of the cast is signed
'To Joe from Gilligan's Island."
Nearby, a large screen is filled
with a video of scenes of the
Arctic Ocean. It is flanked by a
pair of palm trees and a monitor on which the artist is seen
attempting to sing the theme
song of the show, re-creating it
from memory. There is something
extremely poignant about this
effort to bring back an auditory
memory that has been shrouded
by decades of deafness.

signs; inserted among the letters
are detritus including candles and
shells, suggesting an impromptu
roadside memorial or shrine.
Starting on the wall and descending to the floor, this piece, from
2006, extends a signature body of
work that may have once formed
a raw, languid riposte to the highly
finished, aggressive art of the
1980s and '90s, but today risks
suggesting the kind of folksiness
also found in mass-marketed elements of home decor. Another
assemblage suggesting a kind of
longing, either for romance or for
a time before a romance's end, is
ROSES ROSES ROSES (2005),
a composition spelling out the title
in found letters that are strewn
on the floor as if waiting to be
disposed of, like dead flowers.
A series of large silkscreened
images of a woman in three-quarter view, drawn in various crude
and casual ways, perhaps alludes
to the 19th-centurv photograph
invoked by the show's title. These
images have a Warholian coolness (the subject has a slight
resemblance to Jackie Onassis)
and a childish matter-of-factness,
as if they were rough attempts at
copying a face from a photograph.
There is a camp undercurrent
in these works' fascination with
stardom and glamour. Indeed,
one work in the show was a collection of vintage headshots of
aspiring B-list actor-models. But
the attraction to celebrity seems
retrospective, as if it were a pining
for a period that is now closed.
In another series of works with
a starry-eyed elegiac tone. Pierson painstakingly copied out in
pencil on paper the first printed
page of books by such disparate

female authors as Joan Didion,
Marilyn Monroe, Jean Rhys,
Barbara Pym and Sister Wendy.
While the camp potential of some
of the writers makes those works
gently humorous, these drawings, remarkably detailed and
to scale, nonetheless together
suggest a kind of wistful yearning to intimately associate with
famous women through making, by hand, objects that were
originally only mechanically
produced. Like the found letters,
the handwritten texts also suggest a kind of ever-failing attempt
to recuperate and restore what
time has damaged or discarded.
—Jonathan Gilmore

Richard Pettibone
at Leo Castelli
Long before Sherrie Levine
rephotographed photographs
and "appropriation art" became
a standard subset of postmodern art, Richard Pettibone was
making copies of other artists'
work. One of his favorite subjects
was Warhol, who himself was a
famous appropriator of his own
and others' images, especially
from the commercial and tabloid
arenas. Pettibone's first ersatz
Warhols were made in 1964, and
were heartily approved by the
master himself. Over the course
of a long career, Pettibone has
also appropriated—or "copied,"
the word he prefers—works by
Duchamp, Mondrian, Brancusi,
Johns, Stella and Lichtenstein.
This exhibition comprises two
new series of 32 paintings each,
both based on Warhol's soup
cans, Pettibone reduces the originals and executes the images as

View of Jack Pierson's exhibition "Meiancholia Passing into Madness," 2006;
atChelm & Read.

View ot Richard Pettibone's exhibition "Sixty-four Campbeli's Soup Cans," 2006;
at Leo Castelli.

paintings rather than silkscreens.
One set is installed in a band circling the walls of a single room.
The other set, which presents
the soup cans from a slightly different angle, is hung in a grid
on the wall of a second room.
The subtle differences between
Pettibone's two series of cans
reflect the fact that Warhol himself
presented two different versions
of these now iconic objects. In
one, the can is seen head on,
in the other from slightly above,
which reveals its top. Scaled
down and arranged on the walls in
these two groupings, Pettibone's
versions have an almost decorative quality. The band could be
a bit of architectural ornament,
while the grid mimes a window.
From the perspective of a contemporary viewer overly exposed
to appropriation art, the most
interesting aspect of the cans is
the way their labels unintentionally embody the innocence of an
earlier time. As one who grew up
on lunches prepared from just
such products. I find it fascinating to contemplate the cultural
assumptions embedded in their
descriptive labels. This was a
time when exotic meant anything
non-American. Hence the soup
labeled Minestrone bears the
parenthetical "(Italian-style vegetable soup)." Scotch Broth is
described helpfully as "a hearty
soup." And in a comment that
brings back memories of a certain
style of postwar American cuisine, a painting of a can of Cheddar Cheese soup is emblazoned

with excited comments in yellow
noting that this variety is "new"
and is "great as a sauce too!"
Warhol's original soup cans
stood for a then-new American
vision of domesticity based on
convenience and consumer
choice. Today, while Campbell's
Soup cans still can be found on
the supermarket shelves, they
have come to represent the twin
horrors of processed food and
uncultivated taste. Born into a
different world than the Warhol
originals, Pettibone's Campbell's
Soup paintings are testaments
to a disappearing world.
—Eleanor Heartney

"Ashes to Art"
at Pomegranate
This past winter, art from war-torn
Baghdad made its way to SoHo.
A two-part exhibition presenting
the work of nine Iraqi artists was
held at Pomegranate Gallery
and Cafe, a space run by Oded
Halahmy, a sculptor originally
from Iraq who has lived in SoHo
for over three decades, Halahmy
joined forces with U,S,-based
independent curator Peter Hastings Falk and Iraqi artist Esam
Pasha (who lives in Baghdad)
to organize this show. More
artists were selected but their
works were held up in customs.
Pasha, the most politically outspoken artist in "Ashes to Art,"
attracted attention in 2003 when
he painted over a mural portrait of
Saddam Hussein shortly after the
American invasion. Journalist and
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